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Monte Carlo simulation of sinusoidally modulated superlattice growth
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The fabrication of ZnSe/ZnTe superlattices grown by the process of rotating the substrate in the presence of
an inhomogeneous flux distribution instead of the successively closing and opening of source shutters is
studied via Monte Carlo simulations. It is found that the concentration of each compound is sinusoidally
modulated along the growth direction, caused by the uneven arrival of Se and Te atoms at a given point of the
sample, and by the variation of the Te/Se ratio at that point due to the rotation of the substrate. In this way we
obtain a ZnSe12xTex alloy in which the compositionx varies sinusoidally along the growth direction. The
period of the modulation is directly controlled by the rate of the substrate rotation. The amplitude of the
compositional modulation is monotonic for small angular velocities of the substrate rotation, but is itself
modulated for large angular velocities. The average amplitude of the modulation pattern decreases as the
angular velocity of substrate rotation increases and the measurement position approaches the center of rotation.
The simulation results are in good agreement with previously published experimental measurements on super-
lattices fabricated in this manner.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superlattices based on II-VI semiconductors are receiv
continued attention as a result of the wide range of n
physical phenomena observed in these systems. In partic
several superlattices, such as ZnSe/ZnTe@1,2#, ZnSe/MgS
@3#, and ZnSSe/ZnSe@4#, have been found interesting be
cause of their potential for applications in optical devices
short wavelengths. Such superlattices are typically fabrica
using molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!, achieving a periodic
structure by repeated openings and closings of the so
shutters. This method automatically results in the format
of abrupt interfaces, so that the wells and barriers form
the superlattice are shaped firmly in a square pattern.

Growing superlattices with profiles deviating from
square composition profile is desirable for both fundame
research and potential applications. Motivated by this in
est, recently, a new model of fabricating ZnSe/ZnTe sup
lattices has been introduced, using the rotation of the s
strate as the modulating mechanism instead of shu
opening and closing@1#, resulting in sinusoidally modulate
superlattices~SMSLs! @1#. The compositional profile of this
new structure has been investigated using x-ray diffrac
studies, which systematically exhibit a main alloy peak a
ing from the average ZnSe12xTex lattice constant of the al
loy, with only one satellite on each side of the main peak,
latter implying that the chemical composition of the alloyx
varies sinusoidally along the growth direction@5#.

The formation of such SMSLs results from the rotation
the substrate in the presence of a flux inhomogeneity. S
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inhomogeneity can arise, e.g., from different distances of
Zn, Se, and Te sources from a given position on the subs
at any one instant. The fact that the period of the sinuso
modulation is proportional to the period of the rotation
motion of the substrate is unambiguously indicated by x-
measurements, the separation of the superlattice sate
from the main peak indicating that the period grows with t
rotation rate. It should be noted that the satellite peak is
narrow as the main alloy peak, indicating that the SM
structures are of very good quality@1#. The band structure o
the SMSL is interesting as well, different from that ofstan-
dard superlattices with abrupt interfaces@6#. Accordingly,
SMSLs are promising for the observation of new optical
fects, especially those involving transitions that are forb
den by standard selection rules, and possibly for new opt
devices. Even though the physical properties of the SM
structures are of considerable interest, little has been don
far to firmly establish the process of their formation in a
quantitative sense. In this paper, we perform Monte Ca
~MC! simulations, reproducing the fabrication process of
SMSLs and aiming to understand the basic mechanism c
tributing to the formation of those structures, in order to he
us to define their structural properties.

II. EXPERIMENT

A ZnSexTe12x SMSL was fabricated using a Riber 32
& D MBE machine, using elemental solid sources, Zn, S
and Te. Each source cell is located at an approximate
tance of 12 cm from the center of the mounting block~‘‘the
stage’’!. The Se and Te sources are located on each sid
the Zn source, and the flux rates from the Se and Te
adjusted to make their respective amounts arriving at
center of the stage the same. The relative positions of
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sources are shown schematically in Fig. 1. The superlatt
were grown on~100! GaAs substrates mounted with indiu
on the molybdenum mounting block, having a diameter
5.6 cm. The growth of the SMSL was monitored via refle
tion high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED!, whose
streaky appearance indicated good layer-by-layer gro
throughout the SMSL growth process.

The configuration of the sources shown in Fig. 1 produ
a nonuniform distribution of flux arriving across the su
strate~Se rich on one side, Te rich on the other!. The conse-
quences of this inhomogeneity manifest themselves cle
when the GaAs substrate has the shape of a long strip~see
Fig. 1!, mounted so that one end of the substrate is m
closer to the Se source, and the other to the Te source. A
sample grown in this way without rotation indeed shows
continuous gradient of the concentration along the st
measured via the x-ray diffraction at various positions alo
the strip. The maximum difference in the Te and Se conc
trations at the two edges of the strip was measured to
approximately 30%, while the concentrations of the two a
ions at the center of the strip substrate were equal, resu
in a homogeneous ZnSe0.5Te0.5 alloy.

III. SIMULATIONS

In performing the MC simulations we account for the g
ometry of the sources and the substrate in the chambe
follows: We choose an anisotropic cell array ofLx3Ly
5280320, corresponding to 5.630.4 cm substrate size
where either ZnSe or ZnTe is deposited on each cell.
size of a unit cell is 0.230.2 mm, anda50.2 mm is taken
as the ‘‘lattice constant’’ of the cell. Following this scale, w
assume that the sources of Zn, Se, and Te are positioned
circle with the radius of 600a ~corresponding to 12 cm! from
the center of the substrate, so that the ratio between the
ameter of the substrate and the distance to the source
invariant to the experimental values. We use a thr
dimensional reference frame whose origin is taken at
center of the substrate, with the growth direction taken as
z direction. Thex axis (y axis! is taken along the longitudina
~transverse! direction of the strip substrate~see Fig. 1!. The
substrate is then on thez50 plane, and the sources are l
cated atSi5(xi ,yi ,zi), where the indexi 50, 1, and 2 stands
for Zn, Se, and Te, respectively. Thus, for example, the

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the MBE chamber, showing the re
tive positions of the sources and the size of the substrate.
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source is located atS05(2r 0sin 11°,0,r 0cos 11°), withr 0
5600a. In the actual experiment the positions of the sourc
are fixed in the (x,z) plane, while the substrate rotates wi
angular velocityv. In our simulations we fix the substrat
and equivalently rotate the sources in the reverse direc
with the same frequencyv. The epilayer heighth(x,y) at
any time is defined as the height of the top of the epilaye
the position (x,y) on the substrate. The flux from sourcei at
positionP5(x,y,h) on the surface is given by

Fi5
f i

4p

cosu i

r i
2 5

f i

4p

uzi2hu
r i

3 , ~1!

wheref i is the emission rate of the sourcei, r i is the distance
between the source and positionP, andu i is the polar angle
between the vertical line of the sourcei and the line connect-
ing the sourcei and the pointP. The emission ratesf i of the
Se and Te sources are adjusted so as to make the Se a
fluxes at the center of the substrate identical. In simulatio
we choose f 151.0. Accordingly, f 25cos(33°)/cos(11°),
leading to the total emission ratef 11 f 2'1.854.

The MC simulations are performed using discretized tim
where a unit time step is taken to beDt51/@( f 11 f 2)LxLy#.
Then the time for one monolayer~ML ! to grow is Tm
51/( f 11 f 2). At each time stepDt, the following calcula-
tions are carried out. First, we choose a single cell among
280320 cells at random, and a single molecular species
either ZnSe or ZnTe is deposited on that cell. Second,
selection of either ZnSe or ZnTe for the deposition is det
mined according to the probability proportional to the ra
of the two fluxes arriving at the selected cell from the Se a
Te sources. Third, the selected molecular species is allo
to diffuse into the lowest-lying cell within the neares
neighboring cells. If there are more than one lowest ce
then one of those cells is randomly selected with equal pr
ability. The substrate is then allowed to rotate with an an
D u5vDt, after which the above three MC simulation ste
are repeated.

The first three MC simulation steps incorporated in o
model are based on the following physical reasoning: Fi
since each cell has a linear size of 0.2 mm, which is en
mous on the atomic scale, in the experiment a large num
of compound molecules can be deposited within a sin
cell. However, it is not feasible to deal with such large nu
bers of molecules in the simulations. Thus, in the MC sim
lations we deal with a single representative of the large nu
ber of compound molecules in a unit cell. Consequen
molecular species in the simulations represent a coarse-g
particle, comprised of a large number of molecules on
atomic scale@7#. However, in order to see the modulatio
pattern along thez direction, we use a disproportionate sho
unit length scale for thez direction. Specifically, the height o
the unit cell is taken as small as 531026 times the lateral
size of the cell, so that the upward growth of the superlatt
is simulated in terms of 1024 layers. This corresponds t
height of;1 mm, the thickness of superlattices fabricated
a typical experiment.

The second step is based on the assumption that the
element is supplied in sufficient amount to react with both
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and Te, and the reaction rates of Zn-Se and Zn-Te are id
tical, even though in reality the reaction rate of Zn-Se
known to be slightly higher than that of the Zn-Te. When t
reaction rates are assumed to be identical, a coarse-gra
species can be selected as the ‘‘majority alloys’’ within
given cell, proportional to the ratio of the incoming fluxes

For the third step, we consider the following situatio
when Zn, Se, and Te atoms arrive at the epilayer surfa
they have sufficient energy to diffuse into the lowest-lyi
sites within the diffusion length, followed by nucleation, a
they then remain at these most stable sites. In the simula
since we deal with the coarse-grain particles instead of in
vidual adatoms, their collective behavior is very comp
cated. In reality, the collective motion is not contained with
the cell, but mass flow occurs across the boundary betw
neighboring cells. Accordingly, to mimic this mass flow, w
allow incoming coarse-grain particles to diffuse to t
nearest-neighboring cells. This does not necessarily im
that particles diffuse the distance of a coarse-grain cell. I
just the most efficient way to simulate mass transfer with
considering all the details of the diffusion process. This d
fusion process moderates the height fluctuation that wo
arise from a completely random deposition process, and
ables the surface to grow in a layer-by-layer growth mo
Such a local diffusion process was first introduced in a mo
proposed by Family@8#, which results in the reduction
~smoothing! of the surface height fluctuations, i.e., the su
face of the material simulated in this way exhibits the lay
by-layer growth up to some characteristic thickness, a
which the height fluctuation begins to increase with time@9#.
Our simulations are thus limited to a characteristic thickne
restricted by the above layer-by-layer growth requireme
Although the above model of the eventual emergence of
face roughness is universal, being independent of the d
sion length, in our simulation we restrict the diffusion leng
to the lattice constant of the unit cell. It is worth noting th
the MC simulations using coarse-grain particles lead to
same result as that obtained with a single-particle mode
the problem of the island density distribution in monolay
epitaxial growth@7#.

FIG. 2. ‘‘Snapshot’’ of the SMSL structure forv50.5 rev/s
with ~a! raw MC data, and~b! processed data using the averag
density along they direction, as discussed in the text.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A typical superlattice generated by the MC simulatio
just described is shown in Fig. 2~a!. This representation doe
not by itself show a clear separation between the predo
nantly ZnSe- and ZnTe-rich regions. In order to increase
contrast in the modulation pattern, in Fig. 2~b! we replot the
same data, but with the alloy density averaged along thy
direction in each (x,z) point. The modulation pattern ca
now be seen distinctly. To bring out the modulation mo
clearly, we next consider the density profile of one co
pound~ZnSe!, as a function ofz, measuring the concentra
tion of ZnSe within a square ofl x3l y510a310a, located
at the edge of the substrate.

As shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the concentration exhib
its two different types of sinusoidally oscillating behavio
When angular velocityv of the rotation of the substrate i
small, the amplitude of the modulation pattern is invaria
for different heightsz @Fig. 3~a!#. On the other hand, for large
v, the envelope of the modulation pattern is itself modula
@Fig. 3~b!#. The latter behavior occurs when the period of t
rotation of the substrateTr52p/v is short, and is not inte-
ger multiple of the time needed to deposit one monola
Tm51/( f 11 f 2). While the epilayer grows by one mono
layer, the substrate rotates with the angleum5vTm . When
umÞ2p/n for integern, the second type of the density pro
file occurs; whenv is not large enough, the top layer is on
partially covered during the period of one revolution. T

FIG. 3. Profile of the density of the ZnSe compound as a fu
tion of heightz ~ML ! for v50.5 ~a! and 3.0~b!. In ~a!, the data with
the largest amplitude of modulation~solid line!, median ~dotted
line!, and smallest amplitudes~dashed line! are selected from the
squares of 10a310a (a50.2 mm), whose centers are located
(x,y)5(2135a,0), (275a,0), and (245a,0), respectively. The
symbol (L) denotes the densities obtained at one-monolayer s
Tm . The data are averaged over 100 configurations.
2-3
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fraction of covered cells changes as the revolution proce
further. WhenumÞ2p/n, the fraction of covered cells on th
top layer aftern revolutions of the substrate is not the sam
as the one before. Letn be the number of monolayers be
tween two successive peaks in the density profile, as see
Fig. 3~b!. Then, since the fractions of covered cells befo
and aftern revolutions are not equal, the densities of o
compound at the positions of the two peaks are different,

In particular, when the ratio between the two time sca
Tr /Tm5(2p/v)( f 11 f 2) can be written as a rational frac
tion k/l , wherek andl are integers, the substrate returns
the same orientation with the same fraction of covered c
after l revolutions of the substrate, during whichk mono-
layers are deposited. Thus, the amplitude of the envelop
recovered to its value afterl revolutions of the substrate
For example, whenv53.0 andf 11 f 2'1.854, the ratio be-
comesTr /Tm'31/8. Therefore, the period of envelop mod
lation is eight revolutions, during which 31 ML of materia
are deposited, as shown in Fig. 3~b!.

Next, we investigated the power spectrum of the den
profile, corresponding to the x-ray scattering intensity o
served experimentally. We found that the power spectr
shows a single peak located atvp , as shown in Fig. 4, re-
gardless of the two types of the density profile. The locat
of the single peak is proportional to the angular velocity
the substrate rotation, as shown in Fig. 5. The occurrenc
the single peak in the power spectrum, even for the c

FIG. 4. Power spectrum of the density profile of the ZnSe co
pound forv51.0 and 3.0~inset!. We perform a Fourier transform
of the density profile withN51024 data points. The label of thex
axis means frequency timesN.

FIG. 5. Plot of the estimated location of the Fourier peak in
power spectrum vs rate of substrate rotationv ~rev/s!, showing that
only thev parameter determines the power-spectrum distributio
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when the modulated envelope is present, implies that th
exists only one generic frequency in the system. This gen
frequency is equivalent to the angular frequency of the ro
tion of the substrate. To understand why only a single p
occurs even for the case with the modulated amplitude
Fig. 6 we replot the data of Fig. 3~a! using a three-monolaye
unit rather than the one-monolayer unit used in Fig. 3~a!. The
amplitude of the modulation is itself modulated, even thou
Figs. 3~a! and 6 are drawn from identical data. Since the tw
density profiles are actually identical, their power spec
would be the same, exhibiting one single peak, located at
position corresponding to angular frequencyv, which is v
51.0. Next, when thex axis is rescaled by 1/3 in Fig. 6, th
density profile becomes equivalent to that in Fig. 3~b! for
v53.0, but the amplitude is reduced. Therefore, it is natu
to expect that the power spectrum of the density profile
Fig. 3~b! exhibits a single peak instead of the two peaks t
might intuitively be expected to result from the beats of t
periods of rotation of the substrate and of the amplitu
modulation.

Finally, we studied the intensity of the power spectru
and found that it depends on the angular velocity of
substratev and the location of the square where the me
surement was taken. Here, we first examined the intensit
a function of angular velocityv. As shown in Fig. 7, it is
found that the modulation intensity decreases as the ang
velocity increases, reflecting that the flux inhomogeneity
comes weaker as the angular velocity increases. Thus, w
we can obtain effective superlattices with shorter periods,

-

e

.

FIG. 6. Plot of the density profile as a function ofz ~ML ! for
Fig. 3~a! using three-monolayer steps (L).

FIG. 7. Modulation amplitude of SMSL~in terms of ZnSe den-
sity! as a function of the rate of substrate rotationv ~rev/s!. For
highest values ofv the short-period SMSL gradually transform
into a homogeneous alloy.
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increase the angular velocity of the rotation of the substr
and the flux inhomogeneity incident on a given cell becom
weaker, lowering the quality of the superlattice fabricat
with higher angular velocity. Second, we examined the a
plitude of the modulation pattern as a function of the locat
where the measurement was taken. As shown in Fig. 3~a!, for
a given angular velocity, the amplitude gradually decrea
to zero as the measurement position approaches the cen
the substrate. The amplitude has extrema at the edges o
substrate, which for our parameters have values'0.62 and
'0.39 for the ZnSe content, in reasonable agreement
the experimental results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have performed MC simulations for t
fabrication of ZnSe12xTex SMSL in which compositionx
that varies sinusoidally. It is found that the modulation of t
density of ZnSe or ZnTe along the growth direction is cau
hy

us

pp

v.
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by both the inhomogeneity of the fluxes from the Zn, Se, a
Te sources incident at a given point of the substrate and
the rotation of that substrate. The modulation of the struct
is displayed in Figs. 2 and 3, showing the alternative occ
rence of gradually changing ZnSe- and ZnTe-rich doma
along the growth direction, instead of sharp interfaces
tween these domains. When the rate of substrate rotatio
slow ~fast!, the amplitude of the modulation pattern is mon
tonic ~modulated!. It is found that the estimated period of th
modulation pattern is proportional to the rate of rotation. T
mean modulation amplitude decreases as the rate of rota
of the substrate increases, and also as the measuremen
sition approaches the center of the substrate.
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